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Welcome Back:

Dear Students,

New students move In
By Kassidy

On behalfof the entire Aggie Family, I am happy to welcome you and
delight that you are pursuing your educational goals at North
Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University. Some of you are
new to the campus, but many of you are returing undergraduate and
graduate students. We are happy that each one of you is here. The size of
the Aggie Family is increasing—we expect nearly 11,000students this
fall—so you are a part of a growing family.
I encourage you to commit yourself to the Aggie Pride Compact, a doo
ument that spells out standards and expectations for all Aggies. The
Compact was authored by your fellow students and reminds us all that
we have an obligation and a commitment to excellence and maintaining
the preeminent status of North Carolina A&T.
Let me urge you to take advantage of the many positive opportunities
that have been scheduled for you. Attend class and be punctual. Many
others have helped you make the necessary arrangements to come to the
university this fall. Now it is up to you to make good decisions.
Enjoy all the athletic events, concerts, lectures by visiting scholars, art
exhibits at our University Galleries, and the programming available in
your residence hall. Become familiarwith all the opportunities available
to you through student organizations. Enjoy meeting and greeting new
and old friends.
Again, I welcome you with Aggie Pride and best wishes for great success this academic year.
express our

Sincerely,
James C. Renick
Chancellor

Johnson

News Editor
It's that time again, when parand students haul their televisions, stereos, suitcases, Wal-mart
bags and six months worth of
toothpaste, mouthwash and soap
to their designated dorm rooms.
Every student goes through the
dorm transition at least once, and
first-year Aggies and alumnus
recanted theirfirst-day move in
ents

experience

Aggies of yesteryear said their

first-day was an emotional one.
Andre Pruitt, a December 2004
graduate, said his experience was

a

good one

"It felt good, because I was getting away from home," he said.
"Seriously, I just realized that 'yo

;

you're really on your own.'"
That was four years ago for
Pruitt, but things hadn't changed
much for the incoming first-year
students on Friday, Aug. 12. With,

92 degrees
and humidity hitting 86 percent,
the incoming students spent their
day sweating and carrying heavy
suitcases and trunks
Some of the first-year girls were
putting their clothes in closets with
their mothers. Their dads were settemperatures blazing at

PHOTO BY STANCHEKA BOONE

New freshman Kimyatta Armstrong organizes her belongings before moving

them into her dorm room in Barbee Hall.
ting up computers on desks in the

Barbee is one of the few dorms

hallowed halls of Barbee. First-year
Tierra Hayes, an architectural engineering major from Monroe was
excited "to get out of the house"
and felt the biggest change for her
was "no air-conditioning."

on campus without air. When it
comes to getting cool air some stu-

dents were luckier than others.
Aggie Alumna Cassandra Leid
said that she had air, but her room
was extremely small.

"Once I looked at other dorms, I
thanked my lucky stars that I
ended up in Vanstory," Leid said.
"Vanstory was very clean-kept and
most of the people in my hall were
sociable and cool."

Sea SIMMS, Page 3
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GRAPHIC BY ERICA FRANKLIN

The fall enrollment at A&T has increased by
several hundred students for the last five years
By

Erica Franklin
Editor in chief
Enrollment at North Carolina
A&T State University continues to
increase.

"We expect to open with 10,800
students this fall," said Robert
Ussery, the assistant vice chancellor
of institutionalresearch and planPHOTO BY ERICA FRANKLIN

New members of the Blue & Gold Marching Machine march to Frazier Hall after 9 p.m. on
Aug. 6. Freshman participated in a band camp from Aug. 5 to Aug. 7.

Todd becomes A&T's first female A.D.
BY MICHAEL STANLEY
Sports Editor
The North Carolina A&T
Athletics Department named
DeLores "Dee" Todd the
University's first female athletics
director on May 4, 2005.
"I'm looking forward to the

opportunity," Todd said. "I'm
enjoying it and I think it's a great
fit for me."
Todd has an impressive background with a significant amount
of success in interscholastic and
intercollegiate athletics with over
30 years of experience in strategic
planning, scheduling, athletic train-

ing and human resource management.

Todd has made history in other
organizations. She was the first
female assistant commissioner for
the Atlantic Coast Conference.
' Her responsibilities allowed her
to supervise, direct and coordinate
officiating programs for baseball, as

well as plan, organize and direct
men's and women's cross country,
indoor and outdoor track and field.
She also served as a liaison between
sports committees and coordinated
special projects with staffmembers.
Recently, she served on the
National Collegiate Athletic

See MGCfR, Page 3

rung.

After becoming the chancellor in
1999, James C. Renick has helped
the campus expansion. When he
arrived, there were only 7,442 students (both undergraduates and
graduates) enrolled for the fall
semester at A&T.

In 2004, there were 10,383 students enrolled
Colleen Grotsky, the executive
assistant to the chancellor, commended Renick on a job well done
"In my opinion, Chancellor
Renick has helped the university
build on this rich tradition through
vision and by getting faculty, staff,

students and alumni engaged locally and nationally at a higher level,
so that we are no longer referred to
as 'the best-kept secret," she said.
The rising number of women
attending A&T has also con
tributed to the overall enrollment
increase. In 1902, A&T faculty
restricted women from enrolling at
the university
Females were not allowed to
enroll again until 1928. The shift
to a co-ed university caused the
population of the student body to
skyrocket.

More and more women joined
the university over the years. In
2004, there were 651 more women
enrolled than men
With about 85 undergraduate
programs and 45 master's degree
programs, A&T has become an
attraction to more out-of-state students from northern states.
Students from Maryland, Virginia

Sob BHUMQIT, Page 3
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News Briefs

Howard officials mull publisher's
huge gift to communications dept.
By

Joi Gilliam
Black College Wire
In the next year, Howard
University officials expect to break

ground on a new John H. Johnson
School of Communications, the
onlybuilding in the nation named
in honor of the pioneering publisher who diedAug. 8 at age 87.
In January 2003, the founder of
Ebony and Jet magazines donated
$4 million to assist in the new
school's construction. That
September, the current School of
Communications was named in his
honor.
Earl Graves Sr., publisher of

Communications to carry his
name, but "my sense is he would
have done it whether they named
the school after him or not," he
said on National Public Radio's
"News and Notes" with Ed Gordon.
Jannette L. Dates, dean of the
School of Communications, said it
had not been determined how
Johnson's donationwould be
spent. "The funds that were given
to us were for use in various ways.
We haven't exactly focused on how
its going to be allocated," she said.
Dates said there had also been
donations from news organizations
such as Fox News and Cox
Newspapers, and from individuals

PHOTO CREDIT: ROGER ROMAN

Earl Graves of Black Enterprise magazine, a Howard
University trustee, praises honoree John H.
Johnson, left, at the 2005 Howard convocation.
member of Howard's board of
trustees, said he and president H.
Patrick Swygert approached
Johnson for a contribution and a
proposal for the School of

the entrepreneur and NBA Hall of
Famer, who donated $100,000.
"There havebeen various organizations who have donated for naming
spaces in the new building," she

said.

Students expressed their appreciation for Johnson's achievements
after hearing of his death.
"John H. Johnson has always
been one of my role models. To be
a student in the John H. Johnson
School of Communications is even
a bigger honor for me," said
Candace Jones, a senior public relations major and a Chicago native.
"Living in Chicago, I knew that
Ebony and Jet magazines did for
black people what the Chicago
Sun-Times and Chicago Tribune
failed to do, which was embrace
our culture that had a tremendous
effect on the city."
Johnson, bom in Arkansas City,
Ark., moved to Chicago at 15 to get
a better education. Although he
graduated from high school in
1936 and attended the University
of Chicago and Northwestern
University, all of his degrees are
honorary, including a doctor of
humane letters from Howard.
Before Ebony, Johnson published
Negro Digest, which eventually sold
50,000 copies a month and was
later renamed Black World. That
publication was discontinued in
1976.
In 1951, Johnson founded Jet, a
pocket-sized newsweekly. When
Emmett Till, a 14-year-old
Chicagoan visiting relatives in
Mississippi, was brutally murdered
by whites in 1955, Johnson chose
to publish an open- casket picture
of Till's badly beaten body in Jet.

Aug. 15
Aug. 16
4 p.m. to 9 p.m

AGGIE JUMP-OFF
WELCOME BACK COOK-OUT
Holland Bowl Lawn

Aug. 17
FALL CLASSES BEGIN
Bluford Library: 24-hour schedule begins

Aug. 18
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION
Corbett Sports Center
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
THURSDAY LECTURE SERIES
Jeff Johnson, BET Show Host
Moore Gym
Sponsored by the Student Government Association

Aug. 19
8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION
Corbett Sports Center

6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m
STEP SHOW AND
FRESHMAN FASHION SHOW
Holland Bowl Lawn

Aug. 20
11:30 a.m. to 1:30p.m.
FOOTBALL MEDIA DAY/FAN FEST
Aggie Stadium

9 p.m. to 1 p.m.
AGGIE WELCOME BACK GYM JAM
Moore Gym

Aug. 21
11 a.m.. to 1:30 p.m.
WELCOME BACK CHURCH SERVICE
Memorial Student Union

Hilltop.

"He gave inspiration to other
black journalists and publishers to
have a successful career in journalism and communications," she
added.
Tisdale was present at the 2003
Charter Day when the School of
Communications was renamed
"He will not only be remembered
for his contribution to our school
but his words of encouragement at
Charter Day 2003," she said.
Juliet Beverly, a senior print journalism major at Howard, noted
Johnson's role in seeking equality
for blacks in the press.
"He gives a lot of journalism students a lot to aspire to, that yes,
you, too, can make it. He set the
standard for African American
journalism," she said.
Jot Gilliam is a senior at Howard
University.

since 1999 in a
variety ofprogres'sive administrative
and faculty positions, Dr. Michael
A. Plater is an

Dr. Michael experienced practiPlater tioner of the arts.
Dean Plater began
his career as director of admissions
and student services at the College
of William and Mary and served
on the graduate faculty and as
executive director of the Center of
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
at the University ofFlorida.
"Dr. Plater has an extensive
background in teaching and
administration at some of the
country's top universities," said Dr.
Carolyn W. Meyers, provost and
vice chancellor for academic affairs
at N.C. A&T. "His interdisciplinary experience in management,
fundraising, research and recruitment are some of the qualities we

sought to fill this position."
With a Ph.D. in American studies from the College of William
and Mary, an M.B.A. from The
Wharton School at the University
of Pennsylvania, and an A.B. in
economics from Harvard College,
Harvard University, Plater has the
background to serve in this prodigious position. He is an alumnus
ofThe Phillips Exeter Academy in
New Hampshire.

Plater replaced Caeser Jackson as
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences effective July 1.
The North Carolina A&T State
University Department of

Journalism and Mass
Communications is the first historically black unviersity in the state
to receive accreditation in the field
of journalism and
mass commumca-

don. The

University of

North Carolina at
Chapel Hill is the
only other school
the state t0
in
Dr. Teresa
nave
an accreditStyles
ed journalism and
mass communication program.

In addition to the accreditation
UNC General
Administration granted $149,000
over the next three years to the
department to develop a master's
degree program in journalism and
status, The

mass communication.

"The department has positioned
itself to provide a tremendous service to those students in the Triad
and across the country who are
interested in journalism and mass
communication," Styles said.
"Accreditation and the develop
ment of the master's degree (program) will allow students to enroll
in an accredited program and
enhance their professional and
research skills at a time of heightened interest in the digital revolution.

FAMU Fires 41
Employees After Audit

Weekly Update
LATE REGISTRATION

Though it was graphic, many
commended Johnson for putting a
face to the brutalities and injustices
toward black people during that
period
"Most people thought ofblack
people as savages and uneducated
people. Through Jet and Ebony
and Mr. Johnson, black culture was
able to be showcased in a positive
light," said Howard student Ruth L.
Tisdale. Tisdale is editor-in-chief of
Howard's student newspaper, The

The College ofArts and
Sciences has a new captain at the
helm
Hailing from
school of Brown
University, where
he has worked

By Teesa

Johnson
Black College Wire
Florida A&.M University has terminated 41 employees as a result of
new findings of payroll discrepancies, in a continuing investigation

stemming from a university-wide
in April.

audit conducted

Castell Bryant, Florida A&M's
interim president, told trustees her

investigation of payroll irregularities will continue.

Another 21 employees are being
investigated by the university's
Office of Inspector General, and
three cases are being referred to the
State Attorney's office, university
trustees learned at a June 30 meetMost of the fired employees
worked in the university's Institute
for Urban Policy and Commerce,
which Interim President Castell
Bryant abolished this year. It was
administered by Patricia McGill,
and reopened under a new director
in June.

Trustees were just informed of
the dismissals as Bryant strove to
end the fiscal year in the black, and
to address the allegations that
employees received pay for hours
they had not worked and for jobs
they had not held. The fiscal year
ended June 30.
The names of the dismissed
employees were not disclosed in a
report to the trustees from the
Audit Committee. The report,
made by Trustee Pamela Duncan,
described five categories of employees who were terminated
Employees with multiple jobs
who were not reporting their time
accurately. Some were leaving their
primary job early to report to a secondary one. Others were not showing up to work in positions for
which they were receiving a check.
Some were being paid for time not
worked
Employees of main campus
departments with local responsibilities, who were living in other cities
or states and had full-time positions with other organizations.
Employees who were working at
off-campus'locations but had no
documentationof the time worked
Some had no time sheets; others
had submitted no leave forms for
sick or annual leave time taken.

PHOTO BY VAUGHN WILSON/
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CAPITOL OUTLOOK

Castell Bryant, Florida A&M's interim president, told
trustees her investigation of payroll irregularities

will continue.
Some payroll certifiers and supervisors who were not monitoring or
checking the hours worked or leave
taken by staff members.
Faculty members who were being
paid for teaching classes they did
not in fact teach
Duncan's report said the 41 fired
employees had a combined salary
of $1.2 million.
The dismissed employees included the entire staff of the Institute
for Urban Policy and Commerce,
which had been created in 2000 by
the state Legislature to improve
economic opportunity in lowincome communities.

"There were 21 people terminated from this department, with only
five or six of them being full-time
employees," Duncan said. "The
remainder of the [fired Institute]
employees worked from remote
locations
Bryant said that the investigation
was continuing and that the university would conduct random
audit checks during the next school
year. She would not identify the
terminated employees even to the
trustees at their public meeting.
"You can only get that information [with] a subpoena from a
judge," Bryant said

The Rev. R. B. Holmes Jr., a
"Giving names could
open major liability on the university." He added, "It's best that we
leave personnel matters in the
hands of the president because that
is whatshe is here for."
But Trustee Barney Bishop said
he was disappointed that the
names of the employees who were
terminatedcould not be released.
"If these people were all violating
the law, we should know who they
are and be calling in the FBI,"
Bishop said
Bishop also expressed concern
that Bryant terminated employees
without consulting the board.
"We should rely on the president
to make personnel decisions, but
the fact that over 20 people were
terminated without talking to the
Board ofTrustees in advance is
deplorable and not appropriate,"
he said
"I am probably a minority in this
situation, but I think it is wrong
that we are not told what is going
on before something happens."
Challis Lowe, board chair, supported the interim president in her
decisions
"I disagree with you, Trustee
Bishop, because the president is
trustee, said,

the only one responsible for hiring
and firing employees," she said.
Other trustees agreed.
"We hired the president to do a
job and that's what she's doing,"
said Trustee Regina Benjamin. "We
either support the president
through all of her decisions or we
fire her."
Duncan's report also gave examples of findings from the April
audit, which led to the continuing
investigation into university payroll
problems
The audit found that the university issued 4,308 checks and vouchers on April 1,but that only 4,234
employees picked up checks and
vouchers.
Five checks, worth a combined
$24,626, and 69 vouchers worth
more than $3 million were never
picked up.
Some 286 employees were receiving two or more checks because
they held multiple jobs at the university. Their checks were worth
almost $3.3 million, according to
the audit.
Teesa Johnson is a graduate student
in journalism at Florida A& M
University.

Contributor
Meetings

Date: Aug. 17
Time: 5 p.m.
Date: Aug. 18
Time: 5 p.m.
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and the District of Columbia (also
known as the Metro area) accounted for nearly 10 percent of the total
number of students and about half
of all out-of-state students enrolled
for the 2004 fall semester.
Darrell Edmonds, a senior electrical engineering major from D.C,
said he feels that there are a high
percentage of people from the
Metro area who attend A&T
because of "word of mouth."
"The 'word' about A&T has
been circulating throughout the
area heavily from alumni,
recruiters, but mostly current A&T
students," he said.
Edmonds said that out-of-state
students want to interact with others and be in a different environment.

"But on the same token, you
want that 'home' feel," he said.
"Students from the Metro area have
clung to A&T...because they know
that even though they are away
from their permanent home, they
have many others on the campus
that they can relate to."
Within the last three to five
years, Go-Go, a type of music that
originated in D.C, has expanded
its horizons to the south,"
Edmonds said.
"This factor has attracted a vast
amount of students, especially to
A&T," he said.
The enrollment growth can also
be attributed to diversity. In 2004,
there were 1,153 non-black students
enrolled for the fall semester, 357
more students than in 1999.
Cordelia Smith, the student services manager of minority student
affairs, said that diversity has
increased because of the variety of
programs offered to different

Lock the doors in your vehicle and home when you leave.
2. Beware of people loitering in your neighborhood.
If going out at night, try to have someone accompany you.

4. Do not carry large sums of money.
5. Park your vehicle in a well-lighted area.
6. If you find yourself in a dangerous situation, yell for help.
Stay alert of your surroundings.

Always have an available emergency contact person.
9. If you witness a crime, report it to the campus police.

10. Have your keys ready when approaching your vehicle.

groups.

We organize public and community events for allraces," she said.

HHCIH continued from page 1
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Todd was the first female assistant commissioner
for the Atlantic Coast Conference before she was
hired by A&T.

Association (NCAA)
Championship/ Competition
Cabinet and Administration
Subcommittees and chaired the
Certified Contests Subcommittee.
Todd was a former chairwoman
for the USCO's Minorities in
Sports Task Force. She is a past
president and former member of
the Board of Directors of the
National Association of College
Women AthleticAdministrators. In
1999, she was an assistant coach of
the World Track and Field
Championships in Seville, Spain.
Todd's career as a coach began to
blossom while at Thornridge and
Rich Central High schools in
Illinois. Her outdoor track teams
and cross country teams won 11
conference championships.
Todd later coached at
Northwestern University for four
years. While there, she earned the
1983 Cross Country Big Ten
Coach of the Year honor.
After serving as head coach at
Northwestern, Todd joined the
staff of Georgia Tech University in
1985. Todd was named Georgia
State Coach of the Year for three
consecutive years, claiming the
Georgia State Intercollegiate
Championships from 1985-87 during her time at Georgia

Todd earned her bachelor's
degree in health and physical education at Winston-Salem State
University in 1972. In 1981,she
earned her master's degree in
humanrelations and psychotherapy
from Governor's State University.
She was inducted into the
Central Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (CIAA) Hall of Fame
in 2001 and Winston-Salem State
University's Hall of Fame in 2002.
"I look at this as an opportunity
to give back to an HBCU, considering that's where I got my start,"
Todd said.
In the community, Todd has
served on various committees for
the past 14 years including Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority Inc., the
Greensboro Parks and Recreation
Commission, the Mental Health
Board of Directors, and theYMCA
Board of Directors.
Todd said she had a wonderful
career and the position as A&T's
Athletic Director will be a great
conclusion for her.
"I plan to take A&T Athletics to
a much higher level using the
resources we already have in place,"
she said
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Rachel Tellis helps her daughter, Kendra, get organized in her room at Barbee Hall.
To take a break from the heat,
Thaddeus Lee, the father of a firstyear student, took time to enjoy
the air-conditioned Scott Hall. His
son, Brian will major in civil engineering. Lee said that moving his
son in was "organized, but hectic,"
and "time consuming and stressful."
The Atlanta native's eyes lit up
when he spoke about leaving his

would tell you to wash the
dishes."
First-year student Kenny Brown
from Reidsville was much more

son.

Members of the Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity Inc., Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity Inc. and Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity Inc. were pleased to help
students experience a little bit of
"Aggie hospitality." They assisted
the freshmen and their parents
with carrying heavy items such as
large boxes, televisons and refriger-

"It's a high and low," Lee said.
"It's time for him to go ahead and
get into the real world and become
the young man that I think he
should be."
He looked at his wife and hastily
added, "And it's time [for us] to get
on with our life."
Students' feelings are mixed
when it comes to their idea of
beginning their college life.
Tekeshia Mapson, an A&T
alumna, said that after her parents
left, it was hard for her to adjust to
her new surroundings.
"I was lonely," she said. "They
dropped off my stuff and left me.
Mapson said she was also lonely
because her roommate had yet to
arrive

When Pruitt's parents left he

said he quickly felt a difference.
"You don't see your parents
before you close your eyes," he
said. "If you were at the house yo'

moms

optimistic.

"I think this is an interesting
school...and well-rounded place I
am really excited [about being
here]," he said. "It's lively and
there are more things to do and
experience.

ators

Omega-member Melvin Heggie
is a business management and
recreation administration major,

who said his fraternity always
helped freshmen move in.
"It's good for the community,"
the self-proclaimed "super-senior"
said.
Kappa-member Marvin Rouse
said he was honored to help the
new members of the student body.
"The freshmen are the future of
A&T and we just wantto welcome
them to the campus in true Aggie
fashion," Rouse said.

Destiny's Child members
maintain friendship

The
new

craze

from

Japan
Jeuron Dove
Contributor
Characters with big eyes and
funny-colored hair have become a
main attraction for cartoon lovers
These physical characteristics
can be seen on many of the
Japanese cartoon characters on
Cartoon Network after midnight.
Japanese cartoons are known as
Anime and their comic book
counterparts are known as Magna
Anime has become a source of
entertainment for many people of
all ages. There are basic romance
tales such as "Sakura Diaries" and
"Tenchi Muyo;" sword-slashing
shows such as "Rurouni Kenshin"
and "Ninja Scroll;" and emotional
tear-jerkers like "Grave of the
Fireflies and "Barefoot Gen."
The variety of shows and storylines have increased the number
of viewers

Justin Lewis, a senior at A&T,
said that he is interested in watching Anime
"It simply provides something
different than the normal goodversus-bad guy and superhero-savethe day cartoons," he said.
Most anime does not follow the
basicAmerican Judeo-Christian
concept of good versus evil, where
the good guy always wins. In many
anime series, one is most likely to
see the protagonist of the show
killed in one of the early episodes.
The antagonist may later become
the new protagonist.
Magna

also attracts major atten-

tion

Justin LaBennett,

an

employee

at Collection Connection, said
that it there is a sudden rise in
Japanese cartoons and comics.

Collection Connection sells comic
books and is located on
Randleman Road.
"We have gotten a lot more
demands to carry more Anime
titles in addition to our normal
American cartoon series that we
sell," LaBennett said.

By

Jessica De Vault
A&E Editor

It hasn't been that long ago since
Destiny's Child announced their
decision to once again break up.
The last time Beyonce Knowles,
Kelly Rowland and Michelle
Williams took a break from
Destiny's Child, it lasted almost
three years
The hiatus almost confirmed
what critics said was doomed to be
a permanent split. Yet, the multiplatinum trio proved everyone
wrong with their 2004 album,
"Destiny Fulfilled."
During the "break," Williams
released a gospel album, "Heard a
Word." Rowland followed suit and
released her album "Simply Deep,"
and co-starred in the thriller,
"Freddy vs. Jason."
Knowles, however, became a
mega pop star over night with her
debut "Dangerously in Love." Her
instant star status made critics and,
fans question whether she'd even
need to the group that helped catapult her into stardom.
Knowles explained the group's
intentions shortly after announcing
their breakup.
"It's not our last record because
one of us wants to go solo, or
because we don't get along or
because we don't like each other
anymore," Knowles said in an interview with MTV. In a recent phone
interview, Rowland said they did
not consider their decision to be a
breakup

"We like to say
we re closing a
beautiful chapte
in our book," sh
know wha'
happens in the
next chapter."
As for the
media who predicted the Destii
divorce, Rowlam
said they have
to ignor<

the negative
rumors.

"The media
builds you up an'
brings you down
she said. "Being

Child

any group is like
being in a marriage; you should

always be there f
a support system

.

and hold that
trust down."
n
iorrjLthe girls
bach

,,

.,

_ . . _ .. _
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The Destiny
has plans cfor their
Sept. 10.
post-group career.

f

Chris Stevens
Black College Wire
It's rare that an artist's career

said. "And you

Destiny's

By

crosses into one-name territory, and

never

learned

Legendary singer
Vandross, 54, dies

Knowles will be starring in an
upcoming movie called "Dream
Girls," andWilliams will be doing
of projects including

a number

song writing.

Rowland said she'd be starting
her album this year.
"I haven't even took the time to
really figure out whatI wantto do
with it yet," she said.
"I'm just having such a great time

.„..PHOTO COURTESY OF SONY MUSIC

Fulfilled tour will end on
the tour."
Still the best of friends, Rowland
said Knowles, Williams and she are
perfectly fine with drawing the
Destiny's Child legacy to an end.
"We'll see each other," Rowland
said. "It's definitely not anything
we're sad over."
on

everyone knows who you're talking
about. The mere mention of this
artist's name evokes feelings of passion, romance and true singing ability, as well as memories ofblissful
nights with the artist's music as the
soundtrack. That one name is, of
course, Luther.
Luther Vandross, the greatest
rhythm and blues voice of the last
25 years, passed away July 1 at age
54, never recovering from a stroke
he suffered in 2003. He left fans
and his peers to mourn the loss of
one of the true greats.
While many of us were not
around when Luther started his
amazing solo career, quite a few
kids were born with Vandross'
smooth and versatile voice anchoring amazing music production. I
know that the beginning of
Luther's solo success coincided
with my birth, to hear my mother
tell the story.
In the last week of September
1981, Paula Stevens brought home
her 7-pound-8-ounce baby boy from
the hospital, still in pain from the
labor of giving birth to this little

An athletic harmony
Ivan Larrymore
Contributor
Over 30 men of the A&T football team have proven themselves
to be multi-talented.
This group of men took the
bond they shared on the football
field and made another team—the
Aggie Pride Gospel Choir.
The vision of the choir was
formed by Alonzo Lee, the defensive coordinator of the Aggie football team. Lee is the former defensive coordinator for the Hampton
Pirates.

Since receiving his job in 2003,
Lee has led the men to perform at
numerous churches, banquets and
programs throughout the Triad.
Lee said that most people think
offootball players as thugs or just
big guys

"Football players are regular people too," he said
The choir's deep, harmonic
sound was showcased on The
Morning Show on Fox Channel 8
and at the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes banquet.
Lee said that auditions for the
choir were not needed.
"We do not care ifthey can
sing," he said. "If they want to join
the choir, they can."
The men know that they are role
models, Lee said. "This is one way
to show young and old people that
you are never too macho to serve
the almighty God."
Many members of the football
team sang in a church choir prior
to enrolling at A&T.
Doug Brown, a wide receiver,
said that he enjoys being a part of
the Aggie choir.
"Being a member of the choir

takes me back to my younger days
growing up in the church," he said
Brown said that his teammates
and peers admire the choir.
"The students around campus
have even more respect for us," he
said. "They always come up to us
and say how proud they are of us
for what we are doing around the
community."
Participation for the choir is still
growing.

"It seems like at least one player
joins every time we practice," Lee
said.
Chennis Berry, the offensive-line
coach, has also become a member
of the choir.
Berry said that the choir is not a
requirement for players.
"This is something that the guys
wantto do," he said.
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Here are some hot spots to visit!
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Scats

3404 Whitehurst Road
Greensboro, NC 27410
282-1501

Qeorqa Ks
latma
122 N. Davie St.
Greensboro, NC 27401
275-5284

7fie Venue
2401 Randleman Road
Greensboro, NC 27406

Alexander

274-1151

Deverenx fine

Dining

QrecHsGoto
BaCCfoom

4922 Mary St
Greensboro, NC 27409
854-1850

Music

2800 High Point Road
Greensboro, NC 27403
632-0088

N C6u&

Bay*
4536 W. Market St.
Greensboro, NC 27407
294-4470

117 S. Elm St.
Greensboro, NC 27401
333-9300

Restaurant
&

Today's R&B new jacks

have a ton of work to do
if they ever want to fill

Vandross' shoes.
amazing runs, especially the scatting. "Are you gonna be/say you're
gonna be/are you gonna be/say

you're gonna be" still are among

the smoothest words ever to be
1991's "Here
and Now," a wedding reception staple to this day, along with other
classics such as "So Amazing," the
heart-wrenching "Superstar," and
his ode to his late dad, "Dance
With My Father." The great list of
Luther Vandross songs can go on
forever.
Unfortunately, due to battles
with weight and hypertension, his
life could not go on forever. He
ascended to, and then descended
from, the 300-pound mark several
times, culminating in the 2003
stroke that left him with a weakened version of the great voice we
loved and knew. His weight was
one thing that might have prohibited his crossover success from coming earlier in his career, making
him another victim of a superficial
society that said its romantic kings
and queens had to be slim and
sung. Not to mention

trim

Another
Luther Vandross left a
legacy that will go

unmatched for some
time.
guy. However, soon after entering

the house, she was re-energized by a
new upbeat romance

track by a

newcomer namedLuther

Vandross.

The song was "Never Too Much,"
from the album of the same name.
Mom danced with me, who obviously was not paying the leastbit of
attention, in her arms. From that
point on, that was the song that
reminded her of her firstborn
child, and whenever I hear it, I call
her and say, "Mom, our song is
on."
I'm sure we weren't the only people who felt this way or had certain
Luther songs that reminded them
of wonderful moments, because the
man left behind a legacy that will
go unmatched for some time. His
reworking of the song Burt
Bacharach wrote and Dionne
Warwick made famous, "A House
is Not a Home," is a classic example of a singer making a cover song
his own. Luther sang, no, he
owned that song, courtesy ofhis

been the

question of Vandross' sexuality, but

it's hard to find a Luther fan who
gives a damnabout that. My mother, who might in fact be the most
conservative person I know on that
subject, couldn't care less whether
Luther was gay. She loved the
man's music, as did so many oth
One thing is for certain: Today's
R&B new jacks have a ton of work
to do if they ever want to fill the
shoes of Luther Vandross. Luther's
poetic metaphors and implications
are totally different from the
"Raunch & B" style that most of
today's singers display. You knew
that making love was a part of the
message; you just wouldn't get playby-play from Luther. He left that up
to the lovers who used his music as
a mood setter.
That is what's missing in rhythm
and blues today. And it will be
missing for quite a long time, now
that Luther is dancing with his
father again. And Luther, as you
said in "So Amazing," we hope to
"follow you to the moon and the
sky above."

Chris Stevens is a student at
Delaware State University.

Bar
2108 Cedar Fork Road j
Greensboro, NC 27407 I
854-0007

Qreene Street
Bar
Bntertainmentl

113 N. GreeneSt. \
Greensboro, NC 27401 I
273-4111

AtCantis
Cafe
3035 High Pint Road I
27403 I
854-1921

Greensboro, NC

,'une in to what the Army National Guard has to offer: 100% ,'uition
Assistance, $20,000 Student Loan Repayment, and up to $10,000
Enlistment Bonus. It's called serving your community part-time while
getting full-time benefits.Visit 1-800-GO-GUARD.COM/MUSIC today
and get 3 tunes from i ,'unes!
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Obesity gives women

What's Next!!
!&#e£ to

more to worry about

Schoof tyview

Brittany Drayton

weight is also a common psychological barrier that affects most black
women. Research by the
University of Chicago Hospitals
finds that nearly 27 percent of
actors on black primetime television are overweight, whereas on
general primetime television only 2

Contributor
"Super size my fries please"
and "I'll have a Big Mac and two
hot fudge sundaes to go" are familiar phrases chanted by people who
are unaware of the growing obesity
epidemic.

By

Candra Whitley

The Taskion TOjtfteri
Here we are In aether
school year as. well as
flu-other fashion year.
Last year we had lots of
trends to talk About and a
lot of wuesses to talk, of as
well. But alas, the summer Is still here avid there
are still plenty of things
going on. Let's take a
short review on- summer

fashion.
Last year, ladies we had
lots of cute things to add

to our wardrobes.
Metalllcs, screen-print
tees, and yes seven
jeans. They were Introduced to the majority of
us through express with a
line entitled seven. From
there we were introduced to
the true braved seven for
All Mankind.
These jeans made a huge
Impact on our camfus
this,

year. For those
fast
could,
us
who
of them,
find and
\ncertain
afford
stores that are super "hush
hush," you can find them,
as low as $50, however
most people who fund them
at those frices never tell
where they got them.
These jeans came in a
variety of washes and
lengths. And if you art
truly a fashion forward
girl you had at least one
fairThis
of these.
year, I've found
the hottest new jeans out.
1 won't tell you what they
are until next Issue, but
just know, they are fresh,
costly, and well worth It!!!
Alongside nil of the
huge fashion "do's" came

a lot of don'ts around
campus. This year, \'m
taking no frisoners, \'m

calling you out. T>on't
get cauglit sllppln' on or
off camfus because you
will end up In the 'NOT

I NTE?RHST{5£>* section
what's Next! r>on't get

of

If you are in there,
you'll know next time to
rethink your outfit!!
Fellas, you all had a
great year as well, it took
the words ofjay Z, to
makz it happen, but at
least ya'll attempted to
participate. The men of
A§T turned into fashion
sawy guys! Colortd
folo's, blazers, print tees,
belts, accessories, and yes
a full and comflete outfit!
The more you stood out
kuad

the better.
Evisu events were huge
thus past year, thanks
once again toJigga. just
like, the Ladies, \ have a
new brand ofjeans for the
guys that will make you

be tne ultimate dresser
this year, they're not
necessarily new, but most
guys (with the exception
sexunls) don't
of metro
wear them, its time to step
it up!

I'm. looking forward to a
great semester, we have so
many new things going

on and I can't wait to fill

everybody in on them.
Just remember, if you

don't want to end utp in

the NOT INTERESTED

section this semester,
dress to Impress, less Is
more, and remember....

The streets are watchingi

1: 'A

According to a speech by acting commissioner for the Food and
Drug Administration, Lester M.
Crawford, obesity is an epidemic
on the rise in which 64 percent of
people in the United States are
affected. A person who is obese is
one that has too much body weight
caused by excessive fat.
Obesity is determined by calculating the body mass index, which
measures the correct weight for
one's height and is stated in numbers. The body mass index is an
indication of the effect of weight
on a person's health.
This growing health problem is
greatest among

The FDA

African-Americans.

that this outbreak
prevalent among black

states

is primarily

females
In the African-American culture, consumed foods are often
high in fat, referred to as "soul
food". These fattening foods lack
nutritious intake and make women
more susceptible to obesity in comparison to her male counterpart as
well as to other cultures.
Socioeconomic status is said to
be a moderate contributor to obesity amongst black people. Research
by the American Obesity
Association says that low-income
minority women appear to have
the greatest prevalence of being
overweight.

Psychological barriers play

a

major role in obesity. One common dilemma that occurs in
women is the usage

offood as a
source of happiness. In young
girls, low self esteem, bad body
image or depression may lead to
overeating. Women may intake
food as means to deal with relationship woes and stresses of work
The acceptance of being over-

Loca Hea

Hayes-Taylor Memorial
YMCA
1101 E. Market St
478-9622
Downtown Fitness
percent are overweight.
610 N Elm St.
Author of the study conducted
275-6456
by the University of Chicago,
All American Fitness
Manasi Tirodkar, believes that
Center
there is a direct correlation
3208
O'Henry Blvd
N
between television and reality.
621-1600
"The prevalence of overweight
Curves
characters on these programs may
2104 Georgia St
send a message regarding the general acceptance of obesity in this
275-0830
community," Tirodkar said. "One
Fitness Today
possible effect is that the pro5605 W Friendly Ave
grams...may help to decrease the
294-3442
stigma associated with being overUltimate Workout Center
weight."
for Women
Lack of physical activity con2955 Battleground Ave
tributes to obesity. The FDA states
288-0441
that there has been less emphasis
Extreme Fitness
to stay active and exercise due to
5710
High Point Rd
entertainment such as radio, televi297-1616
sion, and PlayStation, etc.
Although it has not been
AC Fitness
3940 W Market St
proven, American Obesity
Association researchers think that
854-0607
a non-changeable cause of obesity
Holiday Pilates
is genetics. Studies are being con500 State St.
ducted to prove and identify the
373-9596
genes that correlate with a person's
Unique Fitness
risk of being obese.
1600 Benjamin Pkwy.
Adverse health effects associat288-2939
ed with obesity are observed in
both adults and adolescents. Type Positive Stress Workout
3200 Northline Ave.
2 diabetes, heart disease, high
299-2929
blood pressure, stroke and high
cholesterol are some of the illnessCity Health Club
es that overweight people may
101 S Elm St.
encounter. These diseases are
becoming more prevalent among
adolescents. The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
state that overweight adolescents
are also at risk for asthma and
hypertension. The obesity epidemic is contrbuting to illnesses and
overall mortality.

272-1223
Gold's Gym

3912 Battleground Ave
282-6977
Extreme Cardio
4827 High Point Rd
458-0010
YWCA
1 YWCA PI
273-3461

Oust Curious...
By

Stancheka Boone

Features Editor

What exactly is a "hollerhacrijirl"?
Z flo birds poop onjrass or rooftops?
5 Or do tley always aim for clean cars?
/,

arej'as prices so fuyf}?
j?, HJfnj are cluios free untilii Outdoors never open

4,

untilfO.-4J?
6. What makes TAik Jones's name so special?
J. 'How many people have calledhis cellfihone

number?
S. Uo freshmenyetshorter everyyear?
q. Whichyuy is 'Pretty "Rjcfy"?
10,

Are any ofthem reaffy pretty?

11.

"Does Jamie Toty think he is %ay Charfes in reaf

fife?
12. Why do so many people have Sprintphones?

13 9s itbecause ofthe $12$ deposit?
14. Did you know some people stiffdon'thave ceff

\phones?

infections wiff
VSebastian 7-feafth Center diaynose this year?
\l6. Who can't wait for refundcheck toao out?
1J. How many peopfe wiffreaffy buy book with if?

m. How many upper respiratory

18. When is someoneyoiny to punkAshton?
1<y.

What wiffHif Kim fook fih injaifwithout her

weave
■20.

andmahe~up?

A monster?

State's HBCUs working to combat
HIV/AIDS outbreak
By

Chad Roberts

Black College Wire

North Carolina's 11 historically
black colleges and universities are
working together to stop the spread
of HIV and AIDS after state and
federal researchers identified an
outbreak among the college-age
population in the state
For years, HIV and AIDS have
disproportionately affected minorities in the South. But a recent
study by UNC-Chapel Hill medical
fellows and follow-up research by
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention showed a pronounced rise in HIV infections
among North Carolina's college
students
The study was the first in U.S.
history to document an HIV outbreak in the college student demographic and confirmed the North
Carolina college campuses as high
transmission areas for HIV.
Phyllis Gray, a project manager
in the HIV/STD Prevention

branch of the North Carolina
Department of Health and Human
Services, said the research results
were surprising because college students traditionally have not been
considered at high risk for contrading the virus.
"We have scared the nation,"
Gray said
Though more than halfof the
84 infected students found by
researchers were at predominantly
white universities, the.sobering
research results were enough to
motivate health officials at the
state's 11 black institutions and
one with a majority Native
American student body to increase
their efforts to educate students
about sexually transmitted diseases.
"I think it's up to us to get
behind ourselves," Janet Lattimore,
a health educator at North
Carolina A&T, said. "The academic institutions, we need to do all
that we can for our students."

Lattimore and her colleagues
across the state realized the severity
of the outbreak, and prevention
messages have increased.
In Charlotte, Johnson C. Smith
University now includes "HIV 101"
as a part of freshman orientation.
North Carolina Central University,
located in the state's Triangle
region where the outbreak was first
identified, became the first of the
black institutions to offer HIV testCentral also plans to raise awareness of STDs during fall orientation. At North Carolina A&T, a
plethora of HIV/STD awarenessrelated activities began, along with
several student-led groups aiming
to educate their peers
A major contributor in the fight
against HIV on North Carolina
HBCUs has been Project Commit
to Prevent, a state initiative working with the HBCU Health
Promotion Alliance, which consists
ofNorth Carolina A&T,
Fayetteville State University, North
Carolina Central and Saint
Augustine's College

Lorna Harris, the former dean of
N.C. A&T's School of Nursing, is
executive director of Project
Commit to Prevent. Harris says its
goal is to empower and educate students to change their behaviors so
they will not put themselves at risk
for HIV.
"People need education from the
time they hit our campuses. We
don't want a scenario where you're
graduating from college, even
before you've got a job and insurance and security, and you're finding out you're HIV-positive,"

Harris said
One of the initiatives started by
Project Commit to Prevent was the
Stomp Out HIV/STD Conference,
held at N.C. Central earlier this
year. Participants included university administrators and health educators, students and state and federal
health officials. The three-day con-

ference gave the groups a chance to
discuss and plan strategies for the
ongoing fight against sexually transmitted diseases.
"For CDC to come up with
strategies to impact the spread of
HFV and STDs, they have to
understand the experience of people in college," Harris said.
Along with developing a prevention message that would resonate
with the current generation of college students, health officials and
university faculty also agreed to
focus prevention messages heavily
on incoming freshmen. Harris
recalled her time at A&T three
decades ago, when students usually
were not sexually active until they
enrolled in college.
"Now, students come to college
and they've been sexually active,
some of them, for four of five
years. They're a little bit more
exposed, even ifthey're not more
sophisticated. So they're at greater
risk for catching HIV," Harris said
Despite Project Commit to
Prevent's STD prevention efforts
and good intentions, a lack of permanent funding may bring the pro
gram to an end on Dec. 31. Gray,
who is the liaison between the universities and N.C. Division of
Public Health, is aggressively seeking more resources to ensure that
Project Commit to Prevent and
other HIV/STD programs continGray.said this is the first time

the state has had contracts with the
12 institutions with largely minority student bodies. "This is history,"
Gray said. "My only disappointment is that we don't have a steady
stream of funding. Yet."
David Jolly, an assistant professor
ofhealth education at N.C.
Central, is optimistic that money
for HIV prevention programs will
be available in 2005 and beyond.
"It's not going to end," Jolly said
"The current round of funding
winds down this December, but

I'm fairly confident that the project
will continue and there will be
additional funding to keep it
going.

However, certain events at the
state-government level suggest otherwise. Though the number of
HIV-infected college students has
risen dramatically over the last four
years, the North Carolina
Legislature has not provided any
additional funds for prevention.
The state's Division of Public
Health, which includes HIV/STD
prevention, could have its budget
cut in the upcoming fiscal year.
North Carolina Republicans
have traditionally resisted budgeting money for HIV prevention and
care programs, though many people believe such programs are more
beneficial in the long run by keeping infected persons and those with
the potential to become infected
out of hospitals supported by taxpayers' dollars.
Harris is aware that more money
might not be available to fight HIV
in the most effective way, but she
says there is too much at stake to
abandon the mission due to a lack
of funding.
"If you're paying five or six thou
sand a month for health care, you
certainly aren't going to be giving it
to your alma mater," Harris said.
"If we don't have additional funding you may not see the same level
of service, but I think it will
remain an issue of high priority for
the schools."
Other HBCUs participating in
the education effort are WinstonSalem State, Elizabeth City State,
Barber Scotia College, Shaw
University, Fayetteville State
University and Livingstone
College. UNOPembroke is the
school with primarily a Native
American student body.

Area

Restaurants
Summit Avenue
Mrs. Winner's Chicken &

Biscuits
.68 mi
Pizza
Elizabeth's
.68 mi
Sonic Drive-in
.68 mi
Wendy's
.68 mi
Mayberry Ice Cream
Restaurants
.75 mi
Arby's
.81 mi
Pizza Inn
.81 mi

Asian Buffet
.81 mi
Libby Hill Seafood
Restaurant
.99 mi
Subway Sandwiches &
Salads
.93 mi
Cook Out
.93 mi
Solaris
.93 mi
McDonald's
.99 mi
Taco Bell

1.06mi

Burger King

1.12 mi

Bessemer Avenue
Bojangle's Famous
Chicken
.75 mi
Alpat Restaurant .81 mi
Church's Chicken .81 mi
Biscuitville, Inc. .81 mi
Domino's Pizza .81 mi
Lin's Garden
.81 mi
Kentucky Fried Chicken
.81 mi

East Market Street
Skip's Hot Dog House
.44 mi

SGA President
addresses the
student body

B V 7T

Aggies,
On behalf of
Student
wernment
ociation

GA)-Anisah

Aasheed, Miss
A&T; Amita
NC
Justin
Ramey Floyd-Moody, Vice
President of
InternalAffiars; Megan A. Brooks,
Vice President of External Affairs;
Jessica Robinson, Secretary;
Charles Biney, Treasurer; and

Dominique Tillman, Attorney
General), I would like to humbly
thank all of the Aggies that supported us in our endeavors to pur-

You heard it from me
By Kassidy

Johnson

News Editor
Welcome home Aggies. It is my
utmost pleasure to welcome you

ck to
■eensboro, N.C
d to your home
ray from home
My name is
ssidy Johnson
d I am the
05-06 news editor of the A&T
Register. It is my duty to keep you
up to date and abreast of all the
issues that involve this campus, this
city and the surrounding area. It is
my job to ensure that you, the student, are informed.
Working with the A&T Register
is a dream come true for me. I aim
(along with my oh-so-fabulous staff)
to present to you

the best

newspa-

per this campus has ever seen. If
you believe that there is something

aren't covering, haven't covered
or need to cover, come to me. I am
we

here to cater to you

To the first-year students (I'm
starting the year off politically correct, the parents read this issue),
welcome to the place where you are
going to gain 10pounds, lose 13
pounds and gain 8 more pounds
over the course of a year.
Welcome to cafeteria food that
isn't quite mom's food and $5 dollar pizzas and Chinese trays.
Welcome to the city of the
groundbreaking Malcolm X
University and the history making
Greensboro Four. *
Welcome to the place where
young black entrepreneurs are
born, raised and coexist.
Welcome to the home of "your
voice, your choice" radio and
impromptu concerts in the Union
Welcome to Chick.-Fil-A day
after day after day...
Welcome to Facebook.com pokes
and groupie walls.
Ladies, welcome to fraternity boy
crushes and gentlemen, sorority girl
disses.
Welcome to the home of the
Blue and Gold Marching Machine

and the flag twirling, high-stepping,
hip-shaking ladies of Golden
Delight.
Welcome to school spirit, tailgating and "in vogue" fashion shows.
Welcome to The Greatest
Homecoming on Earth, AggieFest
and Greek Week.
Welcome to a place you will
always be able to call home.
Sounds good, doesn't it? Are
you excited yet? Cause it sounded
so sweet to me when I first heard it.
I remember my freshman year. Oh,
do I remember my freshman yearHow difficult could it possibly be
to do the college thing? Well let me
tell you. It is difficult, it does take
hard work and it won't come easy.
Just some quick tips
Never walk alone.
Always have your Aggie One
Card (don't leave home without it)
Don't buy any books until you go
to class. If so, buy them from
Edward McKay.
Get your refund check during
class time, the lines are shorter.
There are plenty of parking

Editor in chief plans
for new school year
By Erica Franklin

Editor in chief
This is my last
ir as an Aggie.
goal before I
iduate is to crethe best publiion that this
mpus has ever
I want to capture people s
attention—give the people what
they want,
After writing for the newspaper
for a year, I decided to apply for
the editor in chief position. Last
year, theformer editor in chief
Chad Roberts was my mentor.
Now, I hope that I can do just as
well a job as he.
The most important thing is that
people are informed about what is
happening around them. My staff—
my team and my family—and I will

'

:

work hard to keep students
informed. We will spend long
nights in the newsroom this year,
but it will be all worth it.
Students and faculty, I ask you to
keep me informed. What would
you all like to read about? What do
you all feel makes a great newspaper? All of you make up our audience, so we need to know what will
keep you interested'in our—the
entire student body's—publication.
The A&.T Register staff needs
more contact from student organizations. If you feel that something
should be covered in the newspaper, let us know.
It would be great iffaculty members can also keep us informed
about what is going on.
We all make up the Aggie family.
People want the truth,
interesing information and captivating pictures. That is what I want

to give you all.

The A&T Register
has become near and dear to my
heart. I plan to make this newspaper something that the student
body can enjoy.
I promise to give my all in order
to make this publication fantastic.
Aggie Pride,

Erica Franklin
Editor in chief

Classification: Senior
Major." Journalism and
Mass Communication
Public Relations
Hometown: Nanjemoy,
Md.
Plans: Appeal to student
body; get more people
involved
Age: 21
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spaces, just not in front of your
building and you can park in the
reserve spots after 6 p.m.
Handicap tickets are $250. Don't
do it,
Don't step on the Greek plots;
please don't step on the plots.
Remember, I warned you.
Financial Aid takes no prisoners.
You will lose your money.
And yes, honey, you heard it
from me
Aggie Pride
Kassidy Johnson
News Editor

-

lassification: Senior
lajor! Journalism and
lass Communications
ublic Relations
[ometown. Tampa, Fl
lans: To provide thor
gh coverage of A&T
ne ws
Ag

sue leadership. We would not be
in the positions that we are in
today if you had not given us your
continuous love and support. We
would like to recognize that there
is a marvelous and wonderful
Creator that makes everything possible!
Moreover, it is our sincere prayer
that we are used as instruments so
that we may serve our people with
love and divine spiritual purpose.
Many have asked what exactly do
we plan to do for this student
body, and within the answer to
that question lies a monumental
concept. Our ultimate goal is to
aid in establishing a mindset that
would require all Aggies to be leaders—those that would determine
and obtain that which is necessary
for success them so that they may
have significance in their lives as
well as others. Leaders must understand that T.O.T.A.L Involvement,
"The Only True Aggie Life," is a
movement in progress. It is our
duty to demand understanding as
well as influence. Also, it is key to
realize that we are most powerful
when we are united
Aggies, if you forfeit your right
to be involved, then you forfeit the
opportunity to carry the torch of
responsibility and enlightenment
that has been passed to us by a
rich heritage and royal bloodline
Those before us have willingly
fought, bled and died to establish

the foundation upon which we
stand to ensure that we may determine our futures. Aggies that are
totally involved and accountable
should be excited to have the
chance to build upon this foundation.

It is the calling of the Ramey

Administration to exemplify leadership through service. This
administration will be aware of students' needs. We will be the "backbones" and proponents for student
representation. We look forward to
Welcome Week and having the
opportunity to discuss many of the
issues that we have addressed in
preparation for the upcoming
school year. The first week also
would be a great time for us to
receive feedback from the students
in order to ensure that the SGA
maintain a focus that is determined by the student body.
The executive board would also
like to offer a special thanks to Ms'
B. Herring, Ms. W. Knight, Elliot
Ross, Michael "Mike Philly"
Fairfax, and Darnell Reid. These
individuals provided unyielding
support to the executive board and
the student body throughout the
summer. They have played a vital
role in the enrichment of student
leadership. Thank you.
Please join the T.O.T.A.L
Involvement group on
Facebook.com for constant Aggie
updates. Once again, thank you for
everything and God bless.
Regards,

Justin D. Ramey
SGA President

riassification.'Senior
dajor: Electrical

engineering
lometown! Henderson,

J.C.
latform: T.O.T.A.L.
[ The Only True Aggie
ife )
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The summer that
changed my life
By Erica

Franklin
Editor in chief
On Friday, I closed a chapter of
my life.

I walked out of thedoor of the
Winston-Salem Journal newsroom
for the last time.
Although I had only worked as a
summer intern, I had grown close
to some of the editors and
reporters. It was hard to say goodbye.
The job was difficult to walk
away from. Every day during the
summer, I felt like I was on a
quest—one that allowed me to meet
many people in the community.
I wrote articles on such things as
a woman who made the front page
of Housekeeping Magazine, the
flip-flop flap, Yu-Gi-Oh, educational programs, nonprofit organizations, obituaries, government meetings, and high- school profiles.
When Ken Otterbourg, the managing editor, called me in
December 2004 and offered me the
internship, I was absolutely elated.
The newsroom was a laboratory
for me. I got to experiment with
story ideas and writing styles.
This internship has also taught
me to have "tough skin."
On my way back to the office on
May 25—1 had just finished an

interview with a student from
Parkland High School-my 2000
Nissan Sentra was wrecked at the
intersection ofSecond and Cherry
Streets in Winston-Salem. The
other lady involved in the accident
was also named "Erica," but I do
not know if she spelled her name
like mine. Isn't that strange?
I was transported to the hospital
by ambulance, and my car was
towed to the nearest junkyard. The
doctors cut my clothes off, including my favorite jean jacket.
After being checked over, I found
out that I was all right. My neck
and back ended up being stifffor
about a week.
I remember calling my mom and
telling her, "Hey, my car is gone."
She screamed, but was happy that
her baby girl was in one piece.
Then there came more problems
After my insurance company pro
vided me with a rental car, I decided to workout at the YMCA on
East Market Street after work. I
commuted to the Winston-Salem
Journal every weekday.
The aerobics class was full, so I
decided to play basketball with a
group of teenagers. I jumped to
keep the ball inbound, only to
come down on my left ankle and
not the bottom of my foot.
I lasted three days until I finally

the hospital. The doctors
that I had broken a bone.
My black Tommy Hilfiger pumps
sat in my closet for almost two
months.
On June 17, I flew to Ronald
Reagan Washington National
Airport in D.C. to meet my mom
and sister. My mission was to buy
another car.
The next day, I pulled off the
Ken Dixon Honda lot in Waldorf,
Md. in my '94 Honda Accord. I
was thrilled to be back behind the
wheel of my own vehicle.
During the following week, the
transmission in my Honda went
out. I found myself drifting down
Peter's Creek Parkway in WinstonSalem
Luckily, I have an outspoken
mother. As soon as she found out
about this, she called the salesperson at theKen Dixon Honda.
My car had another transmission
and was back in my possession a
few days later free of charge.
Thanks mom!
All in all, my summer was great. I
am still alive and I got the experience of a lifetime at the WinstonSalem Journal.
The money could never compare
to the knowledge that I gained.
wentto
told me

on this page are the opinion of the writer, and are not
necessarily representative of the students, faculty, staff or administration of
North Carolina A&T. Unsigned letters will not be published. Letters to the
editor must be signed. We reserve the right to edit submissions for style,
content and grammar.
The views expressed

A&T grad may start for49ers
were discovered by the 49ers
The organization invited him to
Santa Clara, Calif, for a free agent
tryout. Carpenter was signed by
the 49ers as a non-drafted free
agent on May 27, 2003
He earned a spot on the 53-man
roster. He made it his mission to
be a key player for the team.
Carpenter said that he is motivated to play this season.
"I do not see myself as second
best, always first," he said. "I have
very high standards for myself."
As an Aggie, Carpenter led the
squad in interceptions and was
named the team's Defensive Back
of the Year as a senior in 1999. He
also helped the team win the Black
College Championship in 1999.
His tenure at A&T was from
1998-99 and he majored in animal

By Michael V. Stanley

Sports Editor
Former Aggie defensive back
Dwaine Carpenter is approaching
his third season with the San
Francisco 49ers and is looking forward to accepting therole as one
of the key players on the field.
"People can expect to see a lotof
playmaking from me this season,"
Carpenter said. "I'm really trying
to make my name known."
Carpenter is considered a versatile member of the team's defensive
backfield at cornerback and free
safety, as well as a tenacious tackier
by opposing teams.
In 2003, Carpenter started twice
at cornerback and safety, recording
17 tackles. He also was a member
of the special teams.
Despite having a knee injury
early in the season, Carpenter's
numbers increased in 2004. He
played in 14 out of 15 games,
recorded 44 tackles, four assists,
two sacks, five pass deflections, one
interception returned for 31 yards
and a fumble recovery returned for
an 80-yard touchdown (the longest
in team history).
The 49ers have, high expectations
for Carpenter this season after resigning him. He is projected to be
the starting free safety.
"It's always good to get resigned," Carpenter said. "It shows
that they (49ers) have confidence
in me and my abilities on and off
the field."
Carpenter said he is trying to
become a leader to the young guys
on the team this season, not just

science.

Also playing for the 49ers is
A&T's all-time leading rusher
Maurice Hicks. Hicks recorded
2,812 career yards in two seasons
"We talk everyday; we don't play
together on the field, but we're
(Hicks and he) cool," Carpenter *
said.
Dudley High School product
defensive end Marques Douglas,
who went to MEAC-rival Howard
University, is also a 49er and a
good friend to Carpenter and
Hicks
Carpenter is from Pinehurst,
N.C. and attended West
Montgomery High in Wadeville,
N.C.
He and his his wife Taptolia have

PHOTO COURTESYOF THE SAN FRANSICO 49ERS

Carpenter is looking forward to the first regular
season game Sept. 11 vs St. Louis.

verbally, but by his actions on the
field.
Carpenter's road to the NFL was
no walk in the park; he has overcome many obstacles to claim his

tions and sixth with 84 tackles. He
also played with the Rochester
Brigade of the Arena Football
League2 in 2001.
"It was kind of rocky; I went a
year without playing at all," he
said. "I guess it's just a blessing that
everything fell into place."
While playing in the AFL,
Carpenter also worked at Burger
King to pay bills and support his
family until his obvious talents

current status.

In 2002, he earned second-team
All-Arena honors with theBuffalo
Destroyers of the Arena Football
League (AFL). With 26 pass deflections, he finished third in the
league, fifth with eight intercep-

Jaelin

two sons,
and Jordan,
one daughter, Sequoia.

and

Track star leaps into
A&T record book
By Eddie

Parsons

Contributor
N.C. A&T" senior track and field
Bruce finished his
career placing ninth at the
National Championshipin
Sacramento, Calif., June 8-11
Before his national debut, Bruce
placed fourth at the East Regional
held in New York and qualified by
jumping 51-11. He performed well
at the finals and his best jump was
52-feet-4.75 inches, which earned
his status as an NCAA Allstar Everett

American

Overall, he had the seventh best
finish among American competitors; there were two foreigners that
he placed behind.
Several of Bruce's teammates
came close to qualifying to join
him at the nationals, but came
short. Brandon Via, a junior,
received a lot of attention this season in the men's triple jump, but
he committed his third foul at the
regional and did not make it to the
nationals. Via and Bruce had
been neck-and-neck statistically all
season with Via having the slight
edge.
"We are also friends off the
track," Bruce said
He admits to Via being his
biggest competition on the team.
The season turned out to be very
productive for the men's track
team. No titles were won, but the
players performed competitively
,and represented the university
while making a name for themselves individually.
Bruce is the sixth player under

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Bruce earned AilAmerican status from
the NCAA for his strong
performance in the
triple jump event.
head coach Roy "Spaceman"
Thompson and eighth overall from
A&T to receive All-American honBruce went to Ben L. Smith
high school in Greensboro and
received his degree in electronics
and computer technology.
Bruce is now a certified network
administrator and hopes to start
working in that field soon. He still
plans to train for the USA nationals in Boston, Ma.
Off the field, Bruce will most
likely be found playing basketball
and working on cars or computers.

Football team gets ready for upcoming season
By

Mike
Contributor

Injuries played a significant role

McCray

the Aggies' team (3-8, 1-6
MEAC) in 2004. Nine Aggies were
lost for the season due to injuries
In light of that, the coaching
staff said they would take strides to
prevent the same issue from crippling the team this season.
"We are looking at some of our
strength and conditioning methods
and some nutrition aspects," said
Small. "We're trying to do everything we possibly can, but yet in
still prepare week in and week out
for competition."
This season brings in the Aggies'
new offensive coordinator Kent
Schoolfield, a former Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
Coach of the Year at Fort Valley
State University.
The Aggies would likely rely on
their running game, but they will
definitely be "airing it out" more
this season
The Aggies have an interesting
and experienced crop of receivers
led by returning seniors Doug
on

This season's Aggies are on a
champi
onship form of 2003.
With some new additions and
return of key starters, the team is
very optimistic about their season.
Fans can look forward to the
three-way battle for the quarterback
position between Rico Watkins,
who sat out the last season,
Rodrick Stevens, a transfer from
East Mississippi Community
College and last years starter,
Marshall Glenn.
"They both (Glenn and Watkins)
are competing, and we also have
Rodrick Stevens, a transfer juniorcollege player who is also very talented," head coach GeorgeSmall
said. "Those guys are competing for
that position and right now its
wide open."
Watkins is the .undeniable fanfavorite, but Glenn is the most battle-tested of the bunch.
quest to return to their

Brown and Brandon

make a formidable 1-2

Johnson, Theron Thomas and Will

Trusty.

punch.

Billingsley returning in the second-

Be sure to lookfor
Glenn to hook up with
his former East
Mecklenburg teammate
Curtis Walls, who has
shown playmaking ability this summer.
Curtis Jackson, a
6'7, 245 pound receiver may be a match-up
threat with speed.
The Aggies are
boasting a stable of
backs that are capable
of carrying the load.
All indications seem as
if the running game
will be led by Quante
Speight, who showed
flashes ofbrilliance in
games last season
before succumbing to
an injury midway
The A&T offensive line is working hard
through the season
improve in summer workouts.
The emergence of
Brandon Sweeney will

2005 Aggie Football Schedule

to

Offensive Line coach
Chennis Berry hopes to
find talent to replace
Junius Coston, who was
drafted by the Green Bay
Packers in April's NFL
Draft.
"The kids seem very
motivated to improve on
last season, so all the
ingredients are there in
order to have very productive offense," Small said.
This season awaits the
return of the "Blue Death
Defense," which will be
anchored by first-team
All-MEAC performer,
Rickie Lewis. This season's defense will attempt
to put a special emphasis
on being "nasty" and playa mea s ak

f
defense "looks
,
T
pick up where it left off
r

to

last season with Wilbert

Glad to be back
Commentary By

Michael V.
Sports Editor

Stanley
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GRAPHIC BY MICHAEL V. STANLEY

Coach Small said that he feels
that a number of guys can contribute right now. Those guys are
competing for a position and an
opportunity to play, at this point
they are trying very hard, trying to
be as consistent as possible, Small
said.
In terms of eligibility, the team
seems to have everything in order.
"Most of the guys we expected
to return did return," Small said.
"We have some guys at this point
working on some things, finalizing
some academic work and I think
those guys will be ok."
The Aggies return punter
Dominique Brown, but will have to
search for a replacement to AggieEagle Classic savior Carlos Davalos,
who returned home to Miami, Fla.
in the off-season.

It's been a long time coming,
but this is my last year as an Aggie.
In 2002 I transferred to A&T
from a junior-college in Coeur d'
Alene, Idaho and I would have to
say that every year spent here has
been a true learning experience
Last year, I was a reporter under
former sports editor Gregory
Bond. He really helped me a lot,
along with former arts and entertainment editor Julius McKinley,
whom I grew up with in Raleigh,
N.C.
My goal this year is to provide
the best sports coverage this campus has ever had. I want people to
enjoy what they read in the sports
section as well as the entire publication.

I feel that it is important to
deliver the facts with credible
sources to ensure that each story is

interesting and accurate; the people on this campus deserve it.
I look forward to being this
year's sports editor. It will be
interesting to see how this year will
turn out. Erica Franklin is the editor in chief and she is very
adamant about encouraging the
entire staff to work hard this year
around campus and in the newsroom. Long hours in the newsroom will be something that all of
us staff members will learn to
come at ease with.
I really enjoyed being a part of
the A&.T Register last year and I'm
sure that I will love my new role as
this year's sports editor.
Aggie Pride

Michael V. Stanley
Sports Editor

Classification: Senior
Major: Journalism and
Mass Communication
Public Relations
Hometown: Raleigh, N.C
Plans: To provide superb
sports coverage that is
appealing, accurate and
informative to the student

Dody.
kge: 22
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